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MORE ABOUT

A NOTE FROM THE ARTISTIC DIRECTOR
The Unfinished Writers' Development Program was conceived from Lo Williams' and my
biggest struggle in our history of producing work together: sourcing ready-to-submit new
plays by early career playwrights.

A seemingly simple task, we have been faced time and again with messages like Could I have a
few extra days to submit? This draft isn't ready yet, and I might have a play, but it could use some
revision… and How cool! But none of my plays are quite finished. 

To solve this, Lime Arts designed a program with a single undertaking: help a young writer
develop a script to completion. Unlike other development processes for playwrights,
Unfinished solicited incomplete drafts of scripts. We assessed pieces for their potential.
From over five dozen written submissions and five finalists in an interview round, we selected
Esther and Dena. These brilliant artists crafted visions that fulfilled Lime Arts’ deep-seated
mission to tell stories we don’t get to see every day. Our panel of readers learned
something about themselves and other cultures and the history of our world across
continents by reading these poignant and personal, yet incomplete scripts.

Our methodology for building our artistic teams is uncommon for the American Theatre: we
deliberately paired these identity-specific stories with artists in alignment with the lived
experiences of the piece. I’m proud to share that of the 20 participating artists, 100% come
from marginalized racial  or ethnic backgrounds, and 80% are women, nonbinary, or
transgender. This richly intentional approach shows in the work. 

Alexis Elisa Macedo and T.J. Lewis shepherded this project as our Creative Producers. I cannot
thank them enough for their contributions to this largely experimental, learn-as-we-go
program. I am continually inspired by what  artistic accomplishments  come when we uplift
historically excluded artists, and put their brilliant and beautiful minds together to tell a story.
If you are interested in investing time, resources, connections, or artistic support to our
writers and their work, please do not hesitate to email me: autumn@limearts.org. 
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UNA CITA EN EL SALON 
BY ESTHER BANEGAS GATICA

Una Cita en el Salon tells the story of five women of different ages,

Latin American nationalities, and interests all discussing what it is
like to be a woman nowadays. The story happens in the midst of a
physical tropical storm in Doral, Florida, where connections to past
and present lovers are also unraveling, igniting comedic tension
among these five fierce women.

Runtime: 105 minutes 

This reading was filmed remotely via Zoom. 

CAST & CREATIVE 

Lisset
Yessenia
Chi Chi
Claudia
Nikki

Dramaturg
Director
Creative Producer
Video Editor

............................................................Andrea Nicole Carillo (she/her)
..............................................................Claudia Quesada (she/her)

...................................................................Gretta Marston (she/they)
.....................................................Laura Elena Padilla (she/her/ella)

.............................................................................Lucille Loren (she/her)
 

.......................................................Melanie Queponds (she/her)
.....................................................María Amenábar Farias (she/her)

..........................................Alexis Elisa Kacedo (she/her)
....................................................Alexis Elisa Macedo (she/her)



UNA CITA EN EL SALON 
BY ESTHER BANEGAS GATICA

A Note from Esther
Growth occurs through tangible comradery and intimate
conversations. Beauty parlors, similar to theatre, can offer the safe
spaces for this to occur. Developing “Una Cita en el Salon” with the
Lime Arts team has been the type of support I never anticipated
finding: until now. 

As an international bilingual playwright from Honduras, it’s been
hard to navigate the lack of culturally specific feedback needed to
complete my play. However, Lime Arts paired me with a diverse,
talented and entirely female team to bring my Latina ensemble
story to vida. 

The cultural context that accompanies this piece was understood,
celebrated and handled with expert loving care. It’s been a
privilege and oasis to collaborate with the most reliable
hardworking producer Alexis and team, my fellow international
director María, and the most experienced bilingual dramaturg I
know, Melanie, and topped with a hilariously superb cast. Gracias!
Please follow my work through IG @esteyg

In Esther's Finalist Interview, we asked her about big dreams she
had for Una Cita. In the interview, Esther said she dreams of seeing

the play produced in the United States. Can you help make this
dream come true? If you or someone you know can help bring this
piece to its next stage of development, please contact our Artistic
Director autumn@limearts.org. 

HOW TO SUPPORT ESTHER'S WORK



WHO'S WHO
IN UNA CITA EN EL SALON

ESTHER BANEGAS GATICA (Playwright)

is Honduran and proud; She’s a
graduate from Teatro Prometeo’s
Conservatory at Miami Dade
College.Then received her BFA from
Oral Roberts University, in Oklahoma.
She translates plays from English to
Spanish and vice versa. She’s taught
Rasaboxes Jr. for Syracuse Stage in NY.
Her writing is bilingual and seeks to
explore the liminal identities of women
and immigrants through a comedic
angle. As a playwright and dramaturg,
she’s written/directed several of her
own one-act plays. Esther obtained her
MFA in Playwriting at the University of
California, Riverside- where she
collaborated with the Latinx Play
Project and Gluck Foundation. 

MELANIE QUEPONDS (Dramaturg) is a

Mexican-American director, dramaturg,
and theatre artist from the Inland
Empire in Southern California. She
earned her MFA in Directing from The
Theatre School at DePaul University in
Chicago in 2020. She is dedicated to
Latinx artists, new adaptations of
classical works, and new play
development. melanieclaireq.com

MARÍA AMENÁBAR FARIAS (Director) is

a director from Guatemala currently
pursuing her MFA in Directing at Illinois
State University. She received her
bachelor's degree at the University of 

Notre Dame, where she majored in
both Economics and Theatre. Her work
mainly focuses on theatre for social
change, using her directing craft to
create provocative pieces that
encourage conversation and change in
society, specifically in the context of
racial equality, cultural diversity, and
women's rights. Previous titles include
Paula Vogel’s "How I Learned to Drive",
Larissa FastHorse’s “The Thanksgiving
Play”, and Jackie Sibblies Drury's
"Fairview", among others.

ALEXIS ELISA MACEDO (Creative

Producer, Editor) is a versatile and

unapologetic Chicana artist and activist
from Fresno, California, now based in
Providence, Rhode Island. Macedo’s
work uplifts and empowers the
silenced and marginalized voices of
BIPOC and women of all kinds. She’s a
National Theater Institute Alum
(Advanced Playwright ‘20 and
Theatermakers Playwright ‘22) and has
her BA in Theater Arts - Acting
Emphasis (Fresno State ‘21). Macedo is
a Miranda Family Fellow, the recipient
of KCACTF/LORT ASPIRE Leadership
Fellows Meritorious Achievement, and
the Individual Artist Fellowship Grant
from the California Arts Council. Her
original works have been produced and
will soon be published across the US.
Her works can be found on YouTube,
NPX, and www.alexiselisamacedo.com.

http://melanieclaireq.com/
http://www.alexiselisamacedo.com/


WHO'S WHO
IN UNA CITA EN EL SALON

ANDREA NICOLE CARILLO (Lisset) is a

queer Mexican-American theatre artist
who finds joy in the overall storytelling
process. She currently resides in
Toibingna (Pomona, CA). She received
her B.A. in Theatre Arts- with an
emphasis in Acting from Humboldt
State University. In her last year at
HSU, Andrea received a KCACTF acting
nomination for her role as, Adoracion
in Adoration of the Old Woman. After
graduating from HSU, she returned to
her alma mater to Co-Direct Dreamers:
Aqui y Alla. A month before the global
pandemic hit, she went on to play
Rosaura in Life is A Dream and she
hasn’t returned to acting until now.
She is thrilled and honored to work
collaboratively with Ester, Alexis, and
the rest of the team to bring Una Cita
en el Salon to life. 

CLAUDIA QUESADA (Yessenia) is a

Chicago/Miami based actor. Some of
her credits include Burning Patience
(Martha’s Vineyard), the World Premier
of Teatro Vista’s Somewhere Over the
Border *Jeff Awards Winner, A Xmas
Cuento Remix (16th Street Theater),
Return to Sender (Nashville Children’s
Theatre), the workshop production of
Back in the Day (Urban Theater
Company), Teatro Vista’s La Havana
Madrid (Goodman Theatre), among
others. She has worked with Water 
 People Theatre, LTC Carnaval of New 

Latinx Work, Piven Theatre and in Miami
with Teatro Prometeo, Teatro Avante &
Margi Happenings. She is also a
professional stilt walker and a Spanish
Translator. Claudia graduated from the
Conservatory of Theatre Arts at Teatro
Prometeo, the Music Program at Miami
Dade College, and from The Theatre
School at DePaul University. She is a
proud member of AEA and is
represented by Shirley Hamilton, Inc.

GRETTA MARSTON (Chi Chi) is a

bilingual peruvian-american playwright
and performer based in NYC and Lima,
Peru. They completed a major in
Theater & Dance (and Latin American
Studies) at Macalester College (MN,
USA), studied playwriting at the
National Theater Institute (CT, USA),
and trained in acting at El Taller
Formación Actoral de Roberto Ángeles
(Lima, Perú). Gretta creates work that
centers the earth, that looks at the
ephemeral nature of our existence, and
that questions what the search for love
can look like for indigenous and LatinX
women in the world today. 

LAURA PADILLA (Claudia) identifies as a

multi hyphenate creative with an
emphasis in BIPOC theater, specifically
Latiné Theater Arts. She was born and
raised in Salinas, California and
received a Bachelor's degree in Theater
Arts from The California State 



WHO'S WHO
IN UNA CITA EN EL SALON

University of Sacramento in 2019.
Laura is a recent National Theater
Institute alum from Spring ‘21 acting
cohort and became a Miranda Family
Fellow shortly after attending. Her
passion for the arts has catapulted her
to become a multi hyphenate creative:
actor, writer, singer, director,
administrator. She wants to continue
developing new work that helps
diversify the theater industry, and
acknowledges that marginalized
communities have been silenced and
erased from many parts of our history
and believes that theater will help
bring light to important issues and
questions that others have been too
afraid to address.

LUCILLE LOREN VASQUEZ (Nikki) is an

actor, dancer, singer, and writer based
in the Bronx. She graduated from
Providence College in 2021 with a BA
in Theatre and a minor in
Entrepreneurship. Her most recent
live performance was the original
production of The Love Hate Club at
Theatre Row. She is currently in
rehearsal for the new play titled E.G.G
by Emile Lacheny that is taking part in
the New York Theatre Festival this fall.
Other stage acting credits include For
the Love of Lina as Lina, Cast(e) as
herself, The Misanthrope as Celimene,
and Lost Girl as Katie (the lost girl). Her
film acting credits include her  

performance in Raising Isaac, In the
Pine Barrens, Oranges, Porcelain,
Shift, and Perspective of Love. Lucille
has a special interest in workshopping
new material and productions. She
joined Art Defined’s inaugural Flip the
Script Anthology Performance with
her most recent play Up Against which
tackles themes of family, violence, and
womanhood. Lucille trained at Deena
Levy’s Theatre Studio studying
Meisner’s technique and is undergoing
voice training with Melissa Cintron at
Pelham Music Arts Studio. 

Support Innovative,
Intimate, & Accessible

Art for All. 

DONATE to Lime Arts!

Visit limearts.org/shop to
make a donation anywhere

from $5 to $100. 

All individual donations in the
month of December will go
directly to our annual Twenty by
Twenty Fringe, returning to  a
screen near you in May 2023.
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FIRST SIGHT: A QUEER
INDONESIAN LOVE STORY

BY DENA IGUSTI

Sari, an aspiring singer, is well on her way to stardom, but for now
sings by a karaoke machine at her best friend's parties. But one of
her dangdut numbers and a chance encounter with Lisa, a snarky
but dedicated journalist, will lead to a love that must survive
Suharto's U.S.-backed dictatorship and span across two
generations and countries. Based on a culmination of several true
stories, “First Sight: A Queer Indonesian Love Story” is a look at the
long-censored Indonesian lesbian zine movement, generational
differences on what it means to be out, and what it means to love
when everything else gets in the way.          

Runtime: 90 minutes  •  This reading was filmed in New York City.

CAST & CREATIVE 
Sari
Fina
Lisa
Diah
Melli

Dramaturg
Director
Creative Producer
Stage Manager
Video Editor

.........................................................................Eirene Tuakora (she/her)
...........................................................................Sophia Kadir (she/her)

...............................................................................B. Bastian (she/they)
..........................................................................Sara Rahman (she/her)
.........................................................................Marion Aguas (he/they)

 
............................................................Skye Reddy (they/them)

.........................................................Esmé Maria Ng (they/she/he)
.........................................................T.J. Lewis (he/him)

..........................Patricia Kusumaningtyas (she/they/dia)
.........................................................Lerryant Krisdy (he/him)



FIRST SIGHT: A QUEER
INDONESIAN LOVE STORY

BY DENA IGUSTI

A Note from Dena
When I first wrote First Sight, I wanted to attack grief head-on. To

not only honor the versions of ourselves and loved ones we’ve lost,
but to also try to prepare for the next time I have to mourn. If I
anticipate it, I’ll be ready the next time it comes around. But years
passed. More people died. I lost myself again. I loved them all so
much I couldn’t say everything in this life. I couldn’t disappoint
myself even if I got hurt in the end. I counted these losses. But each
time, I was never ready.

I’m trying to approach grief for what it is: excess love, an imagining
of what we could have been had we known better, a newfound
friend that will always be there at the worst times. No one picks
themselves up after death. Rather, they realize what is still and now
possible after.

In Dena's Finalist Interview, we asked them about big dreams they
had for First Sight. In the interview, Dena said they dream of having

the piece produced, and using that production as an opportunity to
connect with queer diasporic folks. Can you help make this dream
come true? If you or someone you know can help bring this piece to
its next stage of development, please contact our Artistic Director
autumn@limearts.org. 

HOW TO SUPPORT DENA'S WORK



WHO'S WHO
IN FIRST SIGHT: A QUEER INDONESIAN LOVE STORY

DENA IGUSTI (Playwright) is a Queens-

based queer Indonesian Muslim writer,
producer, director, FGM activist, and
author of CUT WOMAN published by
Game Over Books (2022 Perennial
Chapbook Award Finalist, Entropy Mag
Best of 2020-2021 in Poetry). Their
work, which centers Indonesian &
Muslim diasporic storytelling and
advocacy for FGM survivors, has been
performed, produced, and published
in LA Times, Brooklyn Museum, Apollo
Theater, and more. They are a 2022
NeXt Doc Fellow, 2021 Baldwin For The
Arts Resident, 2021 Broadway For
Racial Justice Inaugural Casting
Directive Fellow, 2020 Seventh Wave
Editorial Resident, 2018 NYC Youth
Poet Laureate Ambassador and more.

SKYE REDDY (Dramaturg) is a South

Asian-American dancer, director,
choreographer, and filmmaker with
particular interest in queer and Asian
stories. They are a recent graduate of
Macalester College with a degree in
Theater and Dance, and a current
Production Management Fellow at
Children's Theatre Company in
Minneapolis. They have previously
assistant directed for short films, and
interned in stage management at the
Jungle Theatre and the Cowles Center
for Dance and the Performing Arts,
both in the twin cities.

ESMÉ MARIA NG (Director) is an early-

career, NYC-based theater maker and
arts administrator whose work focuses
on the complexities of Asian American
history, queerness and the family unit.
Esmé's work seeks to embody the
feeling of laughing through the pain
with often-understated-sometimes-
surrealist aesthetics and complicated
BIPOC characters. They are currently
the Paul A. Kaplan Literary Trainee at
Manhattan Theatre Club and a member
of the Workshop Theater’s Fall
Playwriting Intensive. A selection of
Esmé’s plays are available on New Play
Exchange. Twitter/IG: @esmemariang 

PATRICIA KUSUMANINGTYAS (Stage

Manager, Stage Directions) is an

Indonesian director & playwright based
in Brooklyn, NY. Her play “Some Things
Last a Long Time” received a stage
reading at the Drama Leage in 2022.
Previously, she wrote and directed Al
Pacino Eyes (2022) for The Players'
Theatre Short Play Festival in New York,
worked as the dramaturg for Barnard
Theatre's The Other Shore (2020) in
New York, and worked as the publicity
lead for Green River College Theatre’s
South Pacific (2017) in Auburn,
Washington. Besides working in the
realm of theatre, she is also a tech
worker and a film & music critic/writer.
You can contact her at
patricia.adiyoso@gmail.com.



WHO'S WHO
IN FIRST SIGHT: A QUEER INDONESIAN LOVE STORY

T.J.L. (Creative Producer) is a queer,

Blck, writer, producer, actor, and arts
administrator from the Carolinas based
currently in NYC. He received his BA in
Theatre Performance from ASU and
since graduating has worked with
various regional theatre companies
along the East Coast. He has had work
performed and developed in not only
the US but the UK as well. He is the
founding Artistic Director of his theatre
company Weird Theatre Productions
which focuses on the development of
new work for the American Theatre.

B. BASTIAN (Lisa) is an ace Indonesian-

American performer based in Brooklyn.
When not acting on the stage or screen,
she’s performing traditional Indonesian
dance with Saung Budaya, singing in
the alto section of the National Asian
Artists Project’s Broadway Community
Chorus, or rollerskating wherever
there’s space and a smooth floor.

EIRENE TUAKORA (Sari) is a first

generation Indonesian American
actress, model and singer. She
discovered her passion for theatre in
high school, writing scenes and acting
in "Shakespeare Remix" productions
adapted to modern times. After several
years of acting on stage, short films
and TV, she dived into the modeling
industry, carving space for herself as a 

petite model. In her free time, she
writes songs, practices yoga and loves
to frequent speakeasies with her
partner.

MARION AGUAS (Melli) aka Marion

Prinsesa is a photographer and
filmmaker based in New York. Informed
by their own experience as a trans
Filipinx tomboy, they use their camera
to immortalize queer joy as a form of
revolution. They have shown work at
The Wing Luke Museum, Red Hook
Labs, MoodRing, and The San Diego
Filipino Film Festival. Their work is
currently being shown in "WE ARE
ONE," an exhibition celebrating the
history of the 1982 International
Ladies's Garment Workers' Union Strike
in Chinatown. They explore their
identity in front of the lens through
their self-directed short films and self-
portraits. Playing Melli in First Sight will
be their first acting role.

SARA RAHMAN (Diah) is an actor,

voiceover performer, and writer. Most
recently, she performed in Ma-Yi + 2G
Shortstack Playfest, wrote, directed
and performed her play Sleepover Club
for The Tank’s Trash+Dark Fest, voiced
in popular game franchise Pathfinder,
and features in upcoming live-action
and animated feature films Maggie and
Omul as on-screen and voiceover
talent, respectively. Past and present 



projects range widely from performing
at Abrons Arts Center in punk-rock
cabaret Ubu Sings Ubu to currently
starring in prominent Youtube kids
series Ellie Sparkles, boasting over 2
million subscribers. She lives in Crown
Heights with her kitties, Cup and Boop.

WHO'S WHO
IN FIRST SIGHT: A QUEER INDONESIAN LOVE STORY

Keep up with us.

Let's get social <3 

@limeartsproductions

@lime_arts_prod

@lime_arts_productions

Join the Lime Arts community by
following our social media
pages. Our Instagram is the best
place to get the soonest
updates about what we do next.


